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Sunderland Guideline for Managing UTI in Frail/Comorbid Patients in Care Homes 

Urinary Tract Infection is common in the elderly but can be difficult to diagnose, to investigate and 

to treat. Patients in care homes, typically with frailty of old age and physical or cognitive 

comorbidities, present particular challenges. This guideline seeks to help. 

Decision to treat as UTI: 

UTI can present in a very non-specific manner in these patients. The decision to treat as UTI must 

emerge from full assessment and consideration of alternative diagnostic possibilities, using clinical 

judgment and common sense. 

Urine dipsticks can be helpful but they need careful interpretation. Essentially dipsticks are a good 

rule-out test but a bad rule-in test. Dipsticks are sensitive for detecting evidence of bacteria in the 

urine, but many elderly people have bacteria in the bladder without symptoms so a positive dipstick 

result does not really firm up a provisional diagnosis of UTI. NICE guidance states ‘dipsticks should 

not be used to diagnose UTI in the elderly’, but they can still be helpful in the round: 

 Don’t bother dipsticking catheter urines – you can assume catheter urines have bacteria in them 

 A negative dipstick is helpful and means UTI is unlikely – look for another diagnosis 

 A positive dipstick is not very helpful and is not proof that your patient has a UTI 

Investigation of ?UTI: 

If you think the patient has a UTI, try to send a urine sample for culture. The result might take 2-3 

days to come back, so doesn’t help you today, but the test is still worth doing: 

 If it comes back with no growth, particularly if no cells either, this argues against UTI despite the 

clinical suspicion and might be useful to bear in mind next time. 

 Growth of an organism doesn’t confirm UTI (because many elderly people have bacteria in the 

bladder without symptoms) but the sensitivities allow you to refine the antibiotics if you are 

treating as UTI; sensitivities from this episode might also be useful during a future episode. 

Treatment of ?UTI: 

Treatment of UTI includes pushing fluids to promote urinary dilution, symptomatic measures such as 

analgesia, and antibiotics. Things to factor into the antibiotic choice include the sensitivities of any 

recent urinary isolate, renal function if this is known and whether the patient can swallow tablets. 

Antibiotic Typical Dose Notes 

Nitrofurantoin 
M/R 

100mg bd x 7 days* Resistance rates still low. Requires reasonable renal 
function in order to reach the urine – as a rule of thumb if 
eGFR<45 use something else. M/R form better and cheaper 
than standard 50mg qds form. Liquid form not advised as 
not cost effective. 

Fosfomycin 3g single dose Resistance rates low. Sachet made up with water. Option of 
giving a second dose 2-3 days after the first. 

Trimethoprim 200mg bd x 7 days* Liquid form available but resistance rates now quite high so 
check for recent sensitivities. 

Co-amoxiclav, 
Cefalexin 

625mg tds x 7 days* 
500mg tds x 7 days* 

Resistance rates rising. Liquid forms available. Probably 
higher risk of C. difficile infection. 
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Prevention of UTI: 

Options for the prevention of UTI in people who suffer frequent recurrences, in addition to 

maintaining good hydration, include: 

 Address remediable causes – remove catheter if possible, treat constipation, consider chronic 

retention, consider structural abnormalities such as renal stones and ureteric obstruction 

 Vaginal oestrogen for post-menopausal women – unlicensed use 

 Cranberry products bought over the counter – evidence mixed, mainly pertains to younger 

women and can interact with prescription drugs – generally avoid 

 D-mannose tablets bought over the counter – evidence not great but sometimes worth a try 

 Prophylactic antibiotics 

Prophylactic antibiotics can prevent bacteria reaching the urine in the first place but are unlikely to 

prevent asymptomatic bacteriuria from progressing to UTI, so pointless in people with urinary 

catheters or who are known/suspected to have bacteria in the urine permanently. 

Options: 

 Nitrofurantoin 50mg or 100mg M/R nocte (renal function permitting) 

 Trimethoprim 200mg nocte 

 Amoxicillin 250mg nocte 

 Cefalexin 125mg nocte 

Choose drug in light of any recent sensitivities. Review regularly. Stop if not working, if causing side 

effects or in the event of resistant UTI. Consider cycling between different agents every three 

months. 

 

References: 

NICE guideline NG109:  Urinary tract infection (lower): antimicrobial prescribing (2018) 

NICE guideline NG112: Urinary tract infection (recurrent): antimicrobial prescribing (2018) 

*NICE generally recommends three day courses for UTI in women but this is poorly evidenced in the 

frail elderly so this guideline advocated 7 days. 
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